
Praying for others who  
need Jesus Christ in their life 

Therefore confess your sins to each other and  pray for each other 
so that you may be healed.  The prayer of a righteous person  

is powerful and effective.   James 5:16 

Life Transformation Groups 
“As Iron sharpens iron, and one man sharpens another”  Proverbs 27:17 

What is a Life Transformation Group? 
Life Transformation Groups, (LTG) are Bible-Based weekly groups 
of 2-4 people that meet anywhere, anytime. LTG’s mission, is to 
deepen our passion for experiencing Jesus through Scripture that 
will overflow into others. LTG members are not required to be a 
member of LifeBridge. We encourage reaching out to others 
outside of LifeBridge.  (neighbors, family, friends co-workers) 
LTG is simple, yet very powerful for personal spiritual growth and 
the reproduction of disciples. 

A Simple Overview of  LTG: 
• LTGs meet once a week for about an hour.. 
• LTGs are groups of 2-4  people.  It is recommended that once 

the fourth person has become faithful to the process, multiply 
into two groups of two.  

• The groups are not co-ed, but gender specific.  
• There is no curriculum, workbooks or training needed. 

Three tasks are to be accomplished 
• The reading and studying of God’s Word that brings Spiritual 

growth to all LTG members. 
• Prayer for others who need Jesus Christ in their lives. 
• Discipling others into LTGs. 

Who Should Be in a LTG? 
There are only two qualifications for starting or joining an LTG: 

• A desire to have a closer relationship with Jesus Christ. 
• A desire to help others have a closer relationship with Jesus.  



LTG Accomplished Three Simple Things 

•   The Bible is Read and Discussed. 
The Bible is the seed that produces new life (Luke 8:11,15). Faith 
comes from the Word of God. (Rom. 10:17)  Each LTG decides 
together what Bible reading to read and discuss each week. 
It is suggested that a chapter or a few verses of Scripture is read 
and meditated on daily.  

•   Encouragement and Accountability. 
There is strength in relationships that are built around supporting 
one another. During the LTG meeting the Bible is discussed and 
Christian character questions are ask. Each person takes turns 
answering the questions. Each person should take turns in selection 
the weekly Scriptures for the week. 

•   Pray for and Discipleship Others 
Each week we identify others who need Jesus Christ in their life.  
The names of these people are written down.  Each person in 
the group prays daily for those on the list.  Look for others to join  
the group or start new LTG’s with them.  Jesus, throughout His 
ministry would go out of His way to reach one.  We should as well. 

The Strength of  Two or Three 
COMMUNITY (Eccl. 4:9-12) Life change rarely occurs alone. From 
the beginning God said it is not good to be alone. We need each 
other for encouragement, strength and support (Prov. 27:17) 

ACCOUNTABILITY Accountability partners are effective at motivation, 
encouragement and strength.  We need one another to help us live 
and understand the Christian life.  (James 5:16)    

CONFIDENTIALITY   LTG’s insist on confidentiality.   It’s easier to 
maintain confidentiality in small groups of 2-4, than large groups. 
(Matt. 18:15) 

FLEXIBILITY   Small groups makes it easier to set meetings. 
LTG’s can meet anywhere, anytime!  (Matt. 18:20) 

REPRODUCIBILITY It‘s easier to reproduce smaller, simpler groups 
than larger and more complex groups. (2 Tim. 2:2)  

A Sample One Hour LTG Meeting: 
• Members of the group take turns facilitating the meeting.    

• Open with prayer. 
•  Discuss the weekly Bible reading and ask the character 

conversation questions. 
•  Pray for those on the prayer list that need Jesus Christ in their life. 

Character Conversation Questions 
These are suggested questions to be used in your weekly group. They 
will stimulate conversations of character and confession of sin in a safe 
environment. Feel free to revise the questions to fit your group.  

1. What main lesson did you learn from this week’s Bible reading? 

2. How did this week’s reading shape the way you think and live? 

3. What difficulties or frustrations did you encounter this week? 

4. What joys or delights did you encounter? 

5. Have you been honoring, understanding and generous in your 
important relationships this week?  Explain. 

6. Have you given in to an addictive behavior this week?  Explain. 

7. Have you exposed yourself to sexual material this week?  

8. What opportunities did God give you to serve others this week? 

9. Have you continued to remain angry toward anyone? 

10. What challenges have you had with the fruit of the Spirit?  
(Galatians 5:22-23)   Love,  Joy,  Peace,  Patience,  Kindness,  
Goodness,    Faithfulness,    Gentleness  and  Sel-Control.   

 What discipline might be useful in this effort? 

11. Did God provide an opportunity for you to show or share the love 
of Jesus Christ with someone this week?  If yes explain. 

12. _________________________________________________ 
                                   (Your LTG Personalized question)  

LTG uses three things to produce life transformation.   
The Word of  God, The Spirit of  God , and the People of  God.


